Prince of Wales
Lady Wales
89th Annual Second Line
Sunday, October 08, 2017 – 1:00 PM
Show Up-Have Fun

Queen Kanika Lemon
King Jeffery Parker
Guests: Queen Divas, Sisters of Strength, Diamond Dynasty SACP


Stop: Toast Queen and King. Right on LaSalle. Down LaSalle to Third. Right on Third. Out Third to Dryades.


Stop: Commander’s Palace. Out Washington to Tchoupitoulas. Turn Right. Up Tchoupitoulas to 3801 Tchoupitoulas.

Disband: Carmouche’s Rock Bottom Lounge

In loving memory of all our departed Prince of Wales/Lady Wales.
Respect yourself and your culture. Leave your guns, dogs, and troubles at home.

Special thanks to the following people & organizations: Norman Dixon Jr. & The Norman Dixon Fund, the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Foundation, Jeffry Parker and the Parker Family, Big Chief Monk and Wynoka Boudreaux and the Wright family.